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These presentation slides, or any part of them and any related video or oral presentation, any question and answer session and any written or oral material discussed or distributed during the presentation (the
“Presentation Materials”) has been prepared solely for your information by Bushveld Minerals Limited (the “Company”) and do not constitute an offer or invitation to purchase or subscribe for any securities of the
Company and should not be relied on in connection with a decision to purchase or subscribe for any such securities. The Presentation Materials do not constitute a recommendation regarding any decision to sell or
purchase securities in the Company. In accessing the Presentation Materials, you agree to be bound by the following terms and conditions.
The Presentation Materials do not constitute advice relating to legal, accounting, taxation or investment matters. The Presentation Materials do not constitute a recommendation regarding any potential securities
offering. The information contained in the Presentation Materials does not purport to contain all information that may be required to evaluate the Company, its financial position and/or any investment decision.
Whilst all reasonable care has been taken to ensure that the facts stated in these Presentation Materials are accurate and that the forecasts, opinions and expectations contained in these Presentation Materials are
honestly held and based on reasonable grounds, no undertaking, representation, warranty or other assurance, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company or any of its directors, officers, partners,
employees, agents, advisers or affiliates (collectively, "Representatives"), or any other person, as to the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in these Presentation Materials. In
addition, in issuing these Presentation Materials, neither the Company nor any Representative undertakes any obligation to update or to correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent in these Presentation
Materials.
Accordingly, no responsibility or liability is accepted by the Company or its Representatives for any loss howsoever arising, directly or indirectly, from the use of such information or opinions or for any errors, omissions,
misstatements, negligence or otherwise for any other communication, written or otherwise (except that nothing in this paragraph will exclude liability of the Company for any undertaking, representation, warranty or
other assurance made fraudulently) or as to the suitability of any particular investment for any particular investors or for any loss howsoever arising, directly from any use of such information or opinions or otherwise
arising in connection therewith. In addition, no duty of care or otherwise is owed by the Company nor any Representatives for any loss, cost or damage suffered or incurred as a result of the reliance on such information
or opinions or otherwise arising in connection with the Presentation Materials. To the fullest extent permissible by law, each of the Company, and the Representatives disclaim any and all liability, whether arising in tort,
contract or otherwise, which they might otherwise have in respect of these Presentation Materials.
The Presentation Materials have not been approved by the Financial Conduct Authority as a prospectus under the Prospectus Rules (made under Part VI of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 ("FSMA")) or by
London Stock Exchange plc ("LSE"), nor is it intended that they will be so approved. These Presentation Materials do not constitute or form part of any prospectus, admission document, invitation or offer for sale or
solicitation or any offer to buy or subscribe for any securities nor will they or any part of them form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, or act as any inducement to enter into, any contract or commitment. No
reliance may be placed for any purpose on the information or opinions contained in the Presentation Materials or on their completeness, accuracy or fairness.
The Presentation Materials are directed at authorised persons or exempt persons within the meaning of FSMA or any order made thereunder or to those persons falling within the following articles of the Financial
Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005 (as amended) (the “Financial Promotion Order”): Investment Professionals (as defined in Article 19(5)), members and creditors of certain bodies corporate
(as defined in Article 43 (2)) and High Net Worth Companies (as defined in Article 49(2)). Persons who do not fall within any of these definitions should not rely on the Presentation Materials nor take any action upon
them.
These Presentation Materials are exempt from the general restriction in section 21 of FSMA relating to the communication of invitations or inducements to engage in investment activity on the grounds that they are made
only to certain categories of persons, under the Financial Promotion Order as set out above.
The Presentation Materials contain forward-looking statements, which are based on current expectations and projections of future events and that involve risks and uncertainties. All statements other than statements of
historical facts contained in this document, including statements regarding the Company’s future financial position, business strategy and plans, business model and approach and objectives of management for future
operations, are forward-looking statements. Without limitation, the forward-looking statements in this document include any statements preceded by, followed by or including words such as “anticipate”, “believe”,
“could”, “estimate”, “expect”, “future”, “intend”, “may”, “opportunity”, “plan”, “potential”, “project”, “seek”, “will”, “target”, “aim”, “can have”, “likely”, “should”, “would” and other words and terms of similar meaning or
the negative thereof.
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The Company’s actual results could differ materially from those anticipated in the forward looking statements as a result of many factors. The forward looking statements in these Presentation Materials are based on the
beliefs and assumptions of the Company’s directors and information only as of the date of this document and are not guarantees of future performance, and the forward looking events discussed in this document might
not occur. No representation or warranty is made that any forward-looking statement will come to pass or as to the reasonableness thereof and no reliance should be placed on any forward looking statements. The
Directors undertake no obligation to publicly update any forward looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future earnings, or otherwise. The past performance of the Company is not a reliable
indication of the future performance of the Company. No statement in the Presentation Materials is intended to be nor may it be construed as a profit forecast or a profit estimate. Results can be positively or negatively
affected by market conditions beyond the control of the Company or any other person.
The Presentation Materials should not be distributed, published, reproduced or otherwise made available in whole or in part by recipients to any other person and, in particular, should not be distributed to persons with
an address in the Republic of Ireland, Australia, United States of America, Canada or Japan or in any other country outside the United Kingdom where such distribution may lead to a breach of any legal or regulatory
requirement. No document in relation to the Company’s securities has been, or will be, lodged with, or registered by, The Australian Securities and Investments Commission, and no registration statement has been, or will
be, filed with the Japanese Ministry of Finance in relation to the Company’s securities. Accordingly, subject to certain exceptions, the Company’s securities may not, directly or indirectly, be offered or sold within Australia,
Japan, the United States of America, Canada or the Republic of Ireland or offered or sold to a resident of Australia, Japan, United States of America, Canada or the Republic of Ireland.
The Presentation Materials do not constitute or form a part of any offer or an invitation or solicitation or advertisement to purchase and/or subscribe for securities in South Africa, including an “offer to the public” as
defined in the South African Companies Act, 2008. Information made available in the Presentation Materials should not be considered as “advice” as defined in the South African Financial Advisory and Intermediary
Services Act, 2002 ("FAIS Act") and should not be construed as an express or implied recommendation, guide or proposal that any particular transaction in respect of any securities or in relation to the business or future
investments of the Company is appropriate to the particular investment objectives, financial situations or needs of a prospective investor, and nothing in the Presentation Materials should be construed as constituting the
canvassing for, or marketing or advertising of, financial services in South Africa. The Company is not a financial services providers licensed as such under the FAIS Act.
Neither the Presentation Materials nor any copy of them may be taken or released or distributed or published, directly or indirectly, in the United States of America (the “United States”). The material set out in the
Presentation Materials is for information purposes only and is not intended, and shall not be construed, as an offer for securities for sale in the United States or any other jurisdiction. The Company’s securities (the
“Securities”) have not been, and will not be, registered under the United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “US Securities Act”) or with any securities regulatory authority of any state or other jurisdiction of
the United States and may not be offered or sold within the United States or to, or for the account or benefit of, any US Person as that term is defined in Regulation under the US Securities Act except pursuant to an
exemption from or in a transaction not subject to the registration requirements of the applicable securities legislation. The Company has not been registered and will not register under the United States Investment
Company Act of 1940, as amended.
In addition, certain information contained in the Presentation Materials may have been obtained from published and non-published sources prepared by other parties, which in certain cases have not been updated to the
date hereof. While such information is believed to be reliable for the purpose used in the Presentation Materials, the Company and its Representatives do not assume any responsibility for the accuracy or completeness
of such information and such information has not been independently verified by the Company and its Representatives. Furthermore, external or other factors may have impacted the Presentation Materials, since their
preparation. The Presentation Materials have not been independently verified.
The technical information contained within this presentation has been reviewed and approved by Professor Richard Viljoen. Professor Richard Viljoen has more than 30 years’ experience in the mining industry, including
15 years as chief consulting geologist for Gold Fields of South Africa. Notable past experience includes the development of significant mines including Northam Platinum and the Leeudoorn and Tarkwa gold mines,
identifying and developing a significant platinum deposit in the Bushveld Complex for Akanani Resources as well as acting as consultant for exploration and mining companies in Canada, Mexico, Venezuela, India and
China in the fields of base metals, gold and platinum. Professor Richard Viljoen has extensive experience relevant to the style of mineralisation and type of deposit under consideration and to the activity which he is
undertaking to qualify as a Competent Person as defined under the JORC Code (2012). Professor Richard Viljoen consents to the inclusion in this presentation of the matters based on his information in the form and
context in which it appears.
Presentation of data unless specified otherwise: variance analysis relates to the relative performance of Bushveld Minerals and/or its operations during the 2018 financial year compared with the 2017 financial year.
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• Co-founder and Chief Executive Officer (CEO)

• Co-founder and Chief Executive Officer of

of Bushveld Minerals

Bushveld Energy, an energy storage
solutions company, part of AIM-listed
Bushveld Minerals, an integrated vanadium
company

• Co-founder and director of VM Investment
(Pty) Ltd, a principal investments and
advisory company focusing on developing
mining projects in Africa

• Chairman of the South Africa Energy
Storage Association (SAESA)

• Founding CEO of Bushveld Minerals Limited

• Chair of the Energy Storage Committee for

where he has played a lead role developing
and executing the company’s vanadium
strategy

Vanitec, the global association of vanadium
producers

• Played a leading role in the origination,

Fortune Mojapelo
Chief Executive Officer

establishment and project development of
several junior mining companies in Africa
including Greenhills Resources, Bushveld
Resources

• Fortune’s corporate career started at
McKinsey & Company as a strategy
consultant

• Previously, Mikhail spent six and a half

Mikhail Nikomarov
Chief Executive Officer
Bushveld Energy

years with McKinsey & Company in
Moscow and Johannesburg, advising
national governments, utilities and
manufacturers on growth strategy and
policy and leading operational turnarounds
in the energy sector

Agenda

• What is vanadium and what are the characteristics and resulting applications
• Vanadium use in steel and the Chinese rebar standard
• Vanadium use in energy storage and vanadium redox flow batteries ("VRFBs")

• Bushveld Minerals – The leading vertical integrated vanadium producer
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Vanadium characteristics and uses
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• Vanadium is a grey, soft, ductile transitional metal, that does not occur in native
form but as a component of minerals and as an impurity amongst hydrocarbons
and bauxites

Steel

• It readily forms several stable oxidation states (II, III, IV, and V)

The steel industry
accounts for ~93% of
total vanadium
consumption in 2018

Characteristics
Construction steel - rebar

Alloys for aerospace industry

Chemicals
•
•
•
•
•

Fabricability
High strength-to-weight ratio
Corrosion resistance
Weldability
Ability to exist in 4 different oxidation
states

Source: Bushveld Minerals, Roskill

• Water-soluble
• Resistant to attack by alkalis,
hydrochloric acid, sulphuric acid, and
saltwater
Long duration utility scale batteries

Electrolyte accounted
for ~3% of 2018 global
vanadium consumption,
but could grow up to
44% by 2027 as VRFB’s
gain momentum

Ferrovanadium price chart

FeV historical mid-price US$/kgV
140
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Constrained supply and
limited new supply
prospects

+
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Robust and growing
demand from steel sector
with significant upside
from energy storage
application uses
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Source: Bushveld Minerals, TTP Squared, Metal Bulletin 30 July 2019

Vanadium demand in the steel market

Vanadium demand is underwritten by the steel sector
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Steel Production & World apparent vanadium consumption - High Steel Forecast
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promulgated in November 2018 is
estimated to increase global vanadium
demand by 10-15% once in full effect

0

Year
Vanadium consumption in steel forecast (mtv) (LHS)

World Apparent Vanadium consumption (mtv) (LHS)

World Steel Production (kt) (RHS)

Linear (Vanadium consumption in steel forecast (mtv) (LHS))
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Source: Bushveld Minerals analysis, Roskill

• China’s high-strength rebar standard

In a nascent energy storage industry,
the steel anchor is important for
vanadium supply development

Vanadium demand - rebar standard to increase vanadium demand

● Strong correlation between economic development and vanadium intensity
of use in steel

2018 Vanadium use in steel
Steel consumption, 2018 (in Mt)

● Industrialised economies, such as the USA, typically use more vanadium
per tonne of steel than emerging economies such as India and China

0,12

● As emerging markets develop, the gap will narrow, driving up vanadium
intensity of use and thus vanadium demand

▪ China Rebar Standard requirements: Grade 3 (400MPa), Grade 4
(500MPa), and Grade 5 (600MPa), require 0.03% V, 0.06% V, and
more than 0.1% V respectively
● Implications of narrowing the gap between emerging economies and the
developed world:

0,10
0,08

KgV/MT steel

● Greater enforcement of rebar standards is expected to drive up specific
vanadium consumption rates in China, bringing it closer to the levels of
developed economies

10

156

173

51

1790

65

858

106

0,099
0,077
0,057

0,06

0,054

0,053

0,048
0,040

0,04
0,02

0,012

▪ Steel production in China in 2018 = 928Mt
▪ Improving Chinese specific vanadium consumption
from 0,048 to 0,077=> 0,03kgV/t
additional vanadium demand = 27,840 mtV
(~30% of the 2018 V production)

Source: Bushveld Minerals, Mckinsey, TTP Squared, Roskill

0,00
North Europe
America

CIS

World Japan
Average

China

Other

India

Demand - steel sector drivers
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2010 Code for Design of
Concrete Structures
(GB50010-2010)

2011 Update of Code for
Construction Quality Acceptance of
Concrete Structures

Issued in August 2010 and
took effect from 1 July 2011

(GB 50204 – 2002) – issued in
December 2010 and took effect from
1 August 2011

2015-2017 Quenching and
tempering techniques used by
rebar producers to minimise use of
alloying elements, thus blunting
impact of codes on vanadium
demand

2018 China’s new highstrength rebar standard
announced in January
2018,promulgated
November 2018

China Rebar Product Structure

50 000
40 000
30 000
Quenching & tempering
techniques among steel plants
leads to lower V consumption

20 000

2010 - 2014
CAGR

2014 - 2018
CAGR

5.2%

2.9%

3.9%

8.8%

9.8%

0.2%

10 000

0.45%

100%
19.36%

90%
% of China Rebar Structure

60 000

Vanadium (tV)

Steel (kt)

China Crude Steel and Vanadium
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2019 The new rebar standard
was not immediately enforced,
due to introduction of a
“tolerance period”.
Compliance of the standard
commenced in H2 2019

80%
70%
67.31%
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10%

0

3.77%

0%
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China crude steel production (LHS) (kt)
China vanadium consumption (RHS) (tV)

Source: Bushveld Minerals analysis, BMO, TTP Squared
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Vanadium demand in energy storage

The importance of electricity is increasing…
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World energy demand by carrier, EJ/year
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In 1980, electricity formed just
10% of all energy use

Source: DNV GL Energy Transition Outlook 2018
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Today, electricity represents
20% of total energy use

2035

2040

2045

2050

By 2050, electricity will be
45% of all energy use

…growing the necessity to “store” electrical energy

●
●
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The nature of how electricity is supplied to each type of use determines to what degree storage is required
Thus, it is helpful to break down demand into three broad types of “energy storage” uses:
▪ Stationary applications (such as power utilities that supply buildings and manufacturing through a power grid)
▪ Mobile or transport applications (such as electric vehicles)
▪ Consumer electronics (used in phones, laptops etc.)
Total Energy Storage Market, MWh
Stationary storage is the
most nascent and rapidly
growing energy storage
sector

900 000
800 000
700 000
600 000

Consumer electronics is the
most mature energy
storage segment and will
remain flat

500 000
400 000
300 000
200 000

Transportation offers the
largest market for energy
storage in the short to
medium term

100 000

0
2018

2019

2020

Electric Vehicles
Source: Navigant

2021

2022

2023

Consumer Electronics

2024

2025

Stationary Storage

2026

2027

Stationary energy storage offers many benefits to power system on top of its
ability to support renewable energy

● Stationary energy storage usage
parallels that of transmission lines,
which move electricity from one
location to another. Similarly,
energy storage moves electricity
from one time to another
● Different types of storage and
storage technologies are relevant
for different applications, often
determined by the amount of time
stored energy that is required
● While storage is needed to
stabilise and make variable
generation from solar and wind
dispatchable (or “base load”), the
value of storage goes far beyond
supporting renewable energy

Types of power sector applications of stationary energy storage
Distribution
infrastructure
services

Customer
energy
management
services

Distribution
upgrade deferral

Power quality

Solar home
systems

Power reliability

Mini-grids:
System stability
services

Voltage Support

Retail electric
energy timeshift

Mini grids:
Facilitating high
share of VRE

Black start

Demand charge
management

Bulk energy
services

Ancillary
services

Transmission
infrastructure
services

Electric energy
time-shift
(arbitrage)

Frequency
regulation

Transmission
upgrade deferral

Electric supply
capacity

Spinning, non
spinning and
supplemental
reserves

Transmission
congestion relief

Voltage support

Increased selfconsumption
of Solar PV

Boxes in grey: Storage services directly supporting the integration of renewable energy
Source: International Renewable Energy Agency (IRENA)
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Off-grid

Multiple technologies appropriate depending on power/energy combination
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Pumped Hydro Storage (PHS)

1 GW
Batteries

100 kW

10 kW

Both /
either
T&D

1 MW

Flywheel

1 kW

Microsecond

Compressed Air Storage
(CAES)

Second

Lithium

Minute

VRFB

Hour
Discharge Duration

Source: IDC, Parsons Engineering

Energy storage design,
configuration and technology
selection are all based on the
combination of power and energy
requirements at a potential site

Day

Week

Season

End user

10 MW

Super capacitors

Power Requirement

100 MW

Hydrogen

Generation

Stationary storage technologies

Long duration storage will account for 90% of energy storage
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According to Navigant, the two largest market segments in utility energy storage for the next 10 years will require long duration
energy storage
Compound annual growth rate (CAGR) from 2018 to 2027,%

Generation Capacity

T&D Asset
45.2%Optimization

Generation Capacity

52.1%
Frequency
Regulation
35.7%

Volt/VAR Support

Volt/VAR SupportFrequency Regulation
32.1%

32.1%
0%

Source: Navigant

35.7%

Renewables Ramping/Smoothing

Frequency Regulation

20%

40%

0% 10%Support
20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
Volt/VAR

60%

2027 global
2027 global
forecast,
forecast,
MWh
MWh

Share of 2027
Share of 2027
market,
market,
%%

61,596

64.4%

24,588

25.8%

7,575

7.9%

1,703

1.8%

122

0.1%

52.1%

T&D Asset Optimisation

Renewables
Ramping/Smoothing

Short duration

43.4%

Renewables Generation Capacity
43.4%
Ramping/Smoothing

T&D Asset Optimization

Long duration

45.2%

VRFBs offer significant advantages over other technologies

A vanadium redox flow battery (VRFB) exploits energy
differences in the oxidation states of vanadium to store or
discharge energy
•

Simple architecture

•

High vanadium
content

•

Non degradation of
vanadium creates
high residual value

Source: IRENA
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•

Long lifespan cycles: Ability to repeatedly charge / discharge over 35,000 times for a
lifespan of over 20 years

•

100% depth of discharge: Without performance degradation

•

Lowest cost per kWh when fully used at least once daily makes VRFBs today cheaper
than Li-ion batteries

•

Safe, with no fire risk from thermal runaway

•

100% of vanadium is re-usable upon decommissioning of the system

•

Scalable capacity to store large quantities of energy

•

Flexibility: Allows capture of the multi-stacked value of energy storage in grid
applications

•

Very fast response time of less than 70ms

•

No cross-contamination: Only one battery element, unique among flow batteries

The technical characteristics of VRFB’s allow them to cost-effectively address
challenges in South Africa’s power system

1

Energy security and provision of inexpensive peak-time electrical capacity
• Requires 4-6 hours of daily energy storage to meet two demand peaks in South Africa
• Traditionally provided by pumped hydro, expensive diesel and load shedding
• Although gas generation was proposed in previous IRP versions, storage offers a cheaper and
cleaner solution, without currency or import risks

2

Integration of increasingly large amounts of “variable” renewable generation
• Increasing need for and value from system stability provision on national and local levels due
to uncontrollable aspects of solar and wind energy
• Combining storage with wind or solar, reduces the need to “curtail or clip” the generation,
improving economics of renewable energy
• Private customers can reduce their peak-time demand by adding storage to save money and
reduce pressure on the power system

3

Source: Eskom, DOE, Bushveld Energy analysis

Alleviation of transmission and distribution network constraints
• Decreased overall system utilisation and requirement for “network overbuilding”
• Regional integration challenges that do not appear on national energy models
• Deferral of network expansion, especially access-constrained areas (formalised settlements)
and long / radial grids
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Energy storage is estimated to be US$50 billion market within 10 years

20

120 000

60

100 000

50

80 000

40

60 000

30

40 000

20

20 000

10

0

0
2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Utility-Scale

Commercial & Industrial

Note: Utility segment includes thermal storage technology
Source: Navigant Research

Residential

Total Revenue

• Stationary energy storage demand is growing
rapidly at a rate of 58% p.a. and will exceed
100GWh by 2027

US billion

MWh

Annual installed stationary energy storage capacity and deployment revenue by market segment

• Multiple technologies will be successful due to
unique technical and cost advantages
• Flow batteries expected to capture ~18% of the
market, according to Navigant
• This equates to 20GWh of demand and nearly
US$10 billion in revenue by 2027
• Growth rates similar to solar PV growth over the
past 10 years

VRFBs create significant upside for vanadium demand

Scenario

Assumption

10% of global
ESS

• VRFB forecast scenario from
Bushveld Minerals May
“Vanadium 101” presentation
• Scenario used 25% market
share and Bloomberg New
Energy ESS forecast
• 5.5 kg of vanadium per
kWh25

18% of global
ESS – Navigant
forecast

• Flow battery forecast from
Navigant, assuming 18%
market share
• VRFBs are the successful flow
battery technology
• 4.4 kg of vanadium per kWh

25% of global
ESS – BMI
forecast

• VRFB forecast from
Benchmark Minerals (BMI)
• Assumes 25% market share of
Navigant’s overall energy
storage forecast
• 3.5 kg of vanadium per kWh

Source: BMI, BNEF, Bushveld Minerals “Vanadium 101”, Navigant Research

VRFB demand in 2027,
MWh

9 250
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Vanadium use in VRFBs in 2027,
mtV
• Major driver for increased
VRFB demand is a larger
energy storage market
forecast from Navigant
than the BNEF forecast
used in Vanadium 101
presentation assumptions

50 875

18 700

82 280

27 500

96 250

• BNEF has since more than
doubled its forecast for
energy storage
• VRFB manufacturers are
researching ways to use
more of the electrolyte to
reduce costs and improve
energy density. Bushveld’s
scenarios assume these
improvements are
achieved to support
market penetration

Vanadium supply

Vanadium production methods
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Co-product slag currently accounts as source of most vanadium supply, but the future lies with primary vanadium ore feedstock
STEEL PLANT CO-PRODUCTION FLOWSHEET (70% of Global Vanadium Feedstock Production)
12% 18%

70%

V recovery - Ladle
furnace

DRI + EAF/
Blast furnace

Primary

Co-production

Hot metal
(Fe)

Hot metal
(Fe, V)

Steel

BOF + Steel Casters

Secondary
TiO2 slag

Vanadium slag

Salt Roast Processing

Smelting
SALT ROAST FLOWSHEET (18% of Global Vanadium Feedstock Production)
Ore

Magnetite
concentrate
V2O5 / MVO

There are several greenfield vanadium
projects exploring hydrometallurgical
processing methods to produce iron,
vanadium and titanium. None of these
is yet in commercial production

Salt Roasting
Salt roasting of concentrate
with sodium salts at ~1200oC
to form water soluble sodium
vanadate material

Leaching & purification
Leaching, filtration, desilication,
precipitation followed by
reaction to form vanadium
pentoxide
Calcine tailings
(Fe, Ti)

Source: Bushveld Minerals analysis

FeV/NV production
Vanadium pentoxide/modified
vanadium oxide is converted
into FeV or NV

Vanadium production methods
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Co-product slag currently accounts as source of most vanadium supply, but the future lies with primary vanadium ore feedstock
STEEL PLANT CO-PRODUCTION FLOWSHEET (70% of Global Vanadium Feedstock Production)
12% 18%

• Steel and iron ore are the primary drivers of economics

70%

• Capex is key barrier to entry . 5x more than primary producers
Primary

Co-production

Secondary

• Concentrated in China and Russia mostly co-production
• Process produces a vanadium slag further processed into vanadium through primary process

Smelting
SALT ROAST FLOWSHEET (18% of Global Vanadium Feedstock Production)
Ore

Magnetite
concentrate

There are several greenfield vanadium
projects exploring hydrometallurgical
processing methods to produce iron,
vanadium and titanium. None of these
is yet in commercial production

• Grade a key barrier to entry
• Three operating primary producers – two in SA and one in Brazil
• Vanadium is the primary driver of economics

• Financing is a challenge even for quality greenfield projects

Source: Bushveld Minerals analysis

South Africa is the host of the largest high grade primary vanadium deposit in the
world
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●

●

●

●

Vanadium is mined mostly in South Africa, north-western China and
eastern Russia, with over 90% of the reserves held in this regions
South Africa is host to the largest high grade primary vanadium
resources, situated in the Bushveld Complex with in-situ grade of
~0.4-1.4%
At its peak between 2012-2014 South Africa accounted for ~20% of
global production
South Africa hosts 3 of the 4 existing primary vanadium processing
facilities
▪

Bushveld Minerals to own 2 of the 3 facilities

Source: Bushveld Minerals analysis, Roskill

Global Feedstock production mtV)

105 000

25%
Highveld Steel &
Vanadium
stopped
production

100 000

20%

95 000

15%

90 000

10%

85 000

5%

80 000

0%

2012

2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
Global Vanadium Feedstock Production (LHS)
% South Africa Feedstock Production (RHS)

2018

Vanadium market – understanding the vanadium cost curve

PRIMARY PRODUCTION
• Primary production involves direct production of vanadium
from vanadium bearing magnetite ores
• Vanadium is the primary driver of economics
• Thus, grade a key barrier to entry
• Concentrated in South Africa and Brazil - 3 operating primary
producers – two in SA and one in Brazil
• Financing a challenge even for quality greenfield projects

Vanadium 2018 production (total 95,581 mtV)
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CO-PRODUCTION
• Co-production plants produce steel or pig iron with a
vanadium slag by-product that is processed through
primary production facilities

18%

• Economics driven primarily by steel market dynamics

12%

• Concentrated in China and Russia, where capacity
utilization of ~80% implies limited headroom for supply
growth

70%

• Key barrier to entry is capital intensity (generally
>US$1bn capex)
SECONDARY PRODUCTION
• Secondary production from sedimentary vanadium is largely
found in oil residues or shales. It is recovered from catalysts
used during the refining of some crude oils or ash
• Thus supply is dependent on availability of residues
• Highest cost of production
2018 cost curve US$/kgV

• Constraints on co-production capacity, relative to the
broader steel industry:

Primary

Co-production

Secondary

• Consequently, many of them have moved to blend their
feedstock with non-vanadium bearing hematite, reduce
production or stopped production altogether , even in
an environment of increasing vanadium prices
• Cost-curve not a true indicator of coproducer supplier behaviour in
response to V prices, because the
economics are driven by the steel
industry

• Thus in a low vanadium price
environment, the first production to
go is secondary production at the top
end of the cost curve
Source: Bushveld Minerals analysis, Roskill

Vanadium market – Steel market dynamics drive vanadium co-production
A subdued steel market outlook…

… in which co-producers are not well positioned

High input costs

• Low Fe grade <30% deposits, require
concentrating to ~60% Fe
• Higher input costs than steel plants
processing haematite ores

High operating
costs

• Complex steel plant design
• Inferior Fe grade
• Additional processing steps to remove Ti and V

Steel demand
• After growing at ~2.8% p.a (2010-’18) global steel demand growth is expected
to grow at 1.2% p.a. (2018-’30)

Steel
industry

• China expected to play lesser role in steel demand growth. China’s steel
demand is expected to peak in 2020 at ~880mmt declining to ~790mmt by
2030
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Steel supply
• Meanwhile government regulations have seen effective steel supply in China
decreasing significantly, with capacity utilization growing from 72% in 2015 to
94% in 2018.

No leverage on
steel prices

- 150mmt of outdated capacity was eliminated in 2016-2018
- Government driven increase of EAF steelmaking capacity with more
than 160mmtpy of steel capacity to be replaced by EAFs in 2018-2020

Environmental
constraints

• Such plants make up small share of steel
production – too small to influence steel prices

• Being mostly co-producer steel plants, their
environmental footprint is negative
• Central Governments’ strict regulations on
pollution

• Global iron ore demand could fall by 120 Mt between 2017 and 2027 driven
by significant decline in Chinese demand
Iron Ore
industry

• Meanwhile, global iron supply is expected to add ~120 Mt of capacity by
2022 (versus 2017 actuals). As a consequence, the global iron ore industry
could face ~450 Mt of overcapacity in 2022.

3 response options for co-producers:

• 2027 iron price expected at 55-70 USD/t, based on a brownfield pricing regime
without the impact of new freight regulations

• Curtail – reduce production

• Switch – to haematite ores to blend and
upgrade magnetite feed
• Stop – production (e.g. Highveld)

Source: CISA; worldsteel.org; McKinsey & Company, MineSpans, Chinese government announcement

limited scope for
new production
from co-producers

Ferrovanadium price chart

FeV historical mid-price US$/kgV
140
120
100

Russia’s vanadium
material disappeared, the
market price moved up
and thereafter Russia
restarted production

80
60
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Problems with production of
electrical power and resulting load
shedding in South Africa negatively
impacted vanadium production
leading to the 2008 price spike

Advent of grade 3 rebar in China
The new standard forced Chinese
rebar producers to start using
vanadium (grade 3) for high
strength rebar applications

China’s High-strength
rebar standard came
into effect in November
2018.
In preparation of the
new standard mills were
building up
their inventories

Reduction due to
seasonality,
destocking,
tolerance period,
substitution and
opportunistic
producers

Highveld Steel &
Vanadium stops
production
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Structural change

20

Temporary event
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Source: Bushveld Minerals, TTP Squared, Metal Bulletin 30 July 2019

Vanadium market summary
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120

Demand

• Robust growing vanadium demand anchored to the steel market => driven mainly

FeV historical mid-price US$/kgV

100
80

by regulations in China and emerging markets developments; coupled with

• Significant upside from stationary energy storage applications

60

Supply

40

• Concentrated and constrained supply

20

▪ A subdued steel market outlook, and
▪ capped upside capacity
• …with limited greenfield supply outlook

• The vanadium market is in a structural deficit underpinned by a robust and
growing demand amidst concentrated and constrained supply with limited new
capacity

• Existing primary vanadium producers are best suited to deliver new supply

0
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• Dominated by co-production, which is constrained by:
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Vanadium Market demand / Supply
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Source: Bushveld Minerals, Roskill, Bloomberg New Energy Finance
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Demand (LHS)

Supply (LHS)

*Roskill forecasts assume that all announced projects under development will come into production

Bushveld Minerals
The primary vanadium producer with downstream integration in
the energy storage market through VRFBs

Company overview
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A low cost, vertically integrated primary vanadium producer

MINING

•

•

Largest primary vanadium resource
base in the world (~550 Mt) with
tier 1 V2O5 grades
3 deposits, well serviced with
logistics infrastructure

An energy storage solutions provider, exclusively focused on vanadium based energy
storage systems

PROCESSING

•

Large, low cost, flexible & scalable
primary vanadium processing facilities

•

2018 production – 2,560 mtV, targeting
growth to 8,400mtV

•

Focus on expansion and enhancement
of brownfield operations

The Group is targeting a production >8,400 mtVp.a and a nameplate
capacity of 10,000 mtVp.a. within the next 5 years

ELECTROLYTE

•

Electrolyte manufacturing

•

Leverages own primary
processing capacity and
knowledge for low cost
production

•

Create a business model for
electrolyte supply

Targeting initial 200MWh of
electrolyte p.a.

MANUFACTURING

•

•

Vanadium Redox Flow
Battery Assembly &
manufacturing for largescale energy storage
mandates
Research and development
in cooperation with local
and international institutes

DEPLOYMENT

•

MW scale energy storage
project development

•

Direct sales into large
mandates/tenders

•

Deployment models include
PPAs, leasing models, IPP
Investment

Targeting 1,000 MWh opportunities by 2020

Market metrics
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BMN Share Price (16 September 2019)

22.75p (R4.15)

L12M Share Price Performance (Indexed)

Basic Ordinary Shares

1,119,727,953

300%

Market Capitalisation

£254,783,109

Market Capitalisation

R4,635,673,725

Bushveld Minerals Top Shareholders
1 Hargreaves Lansdown Asset Mgt

# shares
199,397,154

% ownership

114,878,440

10.26

3 Interactive Investor

107,777,527

9.63

70,598,644

6.30

200%
150%
100%
50%

64,011,966

5.72

# shares

% ownership

1 Invesco Perpetual Asset Mgt

26,511,892

2.37

2 Jarvis Investment Mgt

21,911,705

1.96

Bushveld Minerals

FTSE/JSE Africa All shares Index

3 Oppenheimer Funds

7,100,000

0.63

FSE/JSE Africa Mining Index

Ferro-vanadium basis 78% min, US$/kg V

4 Canaccord Genuity Wealth Mgt

6,185,587

0.55

5 Raymond James Investment Services

1,568,677

0.14

6 Standard Life Wealth

1,006,297

0.09

801,671

0.07

7 FIL Investment International

Bushveld Minerals Ownership
1 Bushveld Minerals Ltd Director & Related Holding(s)

# shares
31,731,667

Aug-19

Jul-19

Jun-19

May-19

Apr-19

Mar-19

Feb-19

Jan-19

Dec-18

Nov-18

0%

Oct-18

Bushveld Minerals Top Institutional
Shareholders

Sep-18

5 Orange Trust

250%

17.72

2 Halifax Share Dealing

4 Acacia Resources Limited

AIM: BMN

Bushveld Minerals Coverage
Overweight

Overweight

Overweight

Overweight

Overweight

Overweight

% ownership
2.83

Source: Bloomberg, 10 September 2019. Link Asset Services, as at 31 August 2019 ; Metal Bulletin, 10 September 2019.

Bushveld Vanadium overview
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1. Vametco
•
•
•
•

Primary vanadium mine and plant.
Production of 2,560 mtV in 2018
2019e 2,800-2,900 mtV
Production of > 4,200 mtVp.a. to be achieved
post completion of Phase 3 of the Expansion
project
• 186.7 Mt Resource, 48.4 Mt reserve grade of
1.98% V2O5 in magnetite
• Life of Mine of 27 years

3. Vanchem (conditional acquisition)
• Low cost primary vanadium processing facility
• Currently producing circa 80mtV per month
using 1 of the 3 kilns
• Production of 4,200 mtVp.a. to be achieved
post completion of a 5 year refurbishment
programme

2. Brits
• Outcropping, strike extension of the Vametco
mine
• Maiden Mineral resource contains 66.8 Mt
resource of 1.58% V2O5 in magnetite
• Provides the potential for additional ore feed
for Vametco and Vanchem

4. Mokopane
• 298 Mt JORC resource, vanadium inmagnetite grades of 1.75% V2O5.
• Mokopane to become a primary source of
feedstock for Vanchem and supply dry
magnetic separated ore

• High grade ore for primary vanadium mining & processing (1.58% - 2.02% V2O5 in magnetite grades)
• Largest primary high grade vanadium resource base in the world (~550 Mt)
• Low cost vanadium processing facilities

Vametco overview – our flagship asset

•

•
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Production capacity
▪ Vametco produced 1,392 mtV in H1 CY19
▪ 2019e Production guidance of 2,800 mtV to 2,900 mtV
▪ Production of > 4,200 mtVp.a. to be achieved post completion of Phase 3 of
the Expansion project
Cost
▪ 2019e production costs guidance of US$18.90/kgV to US$19.50/kgV

Bushveld Vametco results (100%)

H1 CY19

H1 CY18

CY18

CY17

(mtV)

1,392

1,360

2,560

2,649

US$/Kg V

56.3

65.5

81.2

32.6

Revenue1

US$'m

74.3

81.2

183.0

79.1

EBITDA

US$'m

42.3

42.4

108.3

23.9

US$/kgV

19.2

20.2

19.7

16.6

Vanadium produced
FeV LMB price

Production (cash) costs2
1.
2.

Revenue reported net of all sales commissions.
Excludes depreciation, royalties, selling, general and administrative expenses, and impact from
production stoppages.

Source: Metal Bulletin, Company records

The Vanchem acquisition is in line with our strategy to achieve a production
>8,400 mtV
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• On 1 May 2019, Bushveld Minerals announced a conditional agreement to acquire
Vanchem, on the 31 October 2019 for US$68 million

• Vanchem consists of integrated vanadium extraction and production facilities
which can produce range of vanadium products
▪

A core salt-roast processing plant, including 3 roasting kilns, that produces
vanadium trioxide, vanadium pentoxide

▪

An electric smelting ferrovanadium converter, located at the Highveld Steel
& Vanadium site, situated approximately 10 km from the Vanchem Plant,
which converts vanadium trioxide into ferrovanadium

▪

An alumino-thermic smelting facility, also located at Highveld which
converts vanadium pentoxide into ferrovanadium

▪

A vanadium chemical plant producing various vanadium chemical
products;

▪

A rail siding linking the plant with Bushveld deposits and additional
potential supply sources through the national rail network

• Vanchem is currently producing circa 80 mtV per month using a single kiln
• A US$45 million refurbishment programme, incurred over a 5 years period will
allow Vanchem to reach a steady state production of 4,200 mtVp.a. from all 3
kilns

The acquisition provides optimal product diversification with the addition of
vanadium pentoxide, vanadium trioxide, ferrovanadium and vanadium
chemicals, complementing Vametco’s existing NitrovanTM offering

Bushveld Energy overview
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An energy storage solutions provider, exclusively focused on
vanadium-based energy storage systems

Bushveld Energy’s mission

ELECTROLYTE
•1

Address Africa's electricity shortage
through cost-effective storage

•2

Advance South Africa's industrialisation
through value adding manufacturing

•3

Augment vanadium applications in high
technology fields

MANUFACTURING

•

•

Electrolyte manufacturing for
SA and export market

•

Building an electrolyte plant in
East London IDZ in corporation
•
with the IDC

•

Developing an electrolyte
rental model

Targeting initial 200MWh of
electrolyte p.a.

Vanadium Redox Flow Battery
Assembly & manufacturing for
large-scale energy storage
mandates
Research and development in
cooperation with local and
international institutes

DEPLOYMENT

•

Delivered first VRFB at
Eskom with IDC

•

Building solar + VRFB
minigrid at Vametco mine
in Brits

•

Developing a pipeline of
MW-scale energy storage
project in Africa

Targeting 1,000 MWh opportunities by 2020

Integration with upstream vanadium mining and processing allows Bushveld Energy to create new products and solutions in
accelerating the deployment of VRFB technologies in South Africa, across the continent and globally

The combination of a large energy storage market and high dependence on
vanadium underwrites Bushveld’s activities in energy storage
Energy storage presents a high growth market that is many
time larger than vanadium supply alone
Annual installed stationary energy storage capacity and deployment
revenue by market segment
120 000
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Relatively high dependence of VRFBs on vanadium
reinforces the business case for vertical integration
Mineral cost contribution1 to respective battery, %
35
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1MWh of VRFB storage
requires 5.5mtV
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Utility-Scale
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5
0
Vanadium

Cobalt

Total Revenue

1 Exact cost contributions of each mineral will vary and are a function of underlying prices and other factors. Roskill utilises an average of multiple lithium-ion technologies to derive a typical cost contribution for 2018
Source: Bushveld Minerals analysis, Joint Center for Energy Storage Research (JCESR), Roskill

Lithium

Bushveld Energy’s electrolyte rental model takes advantage of the high value of
vanadium in the battery
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• Pays interest on the credit facility
• Settles the outstanding loan at contract termination

Financial Institution

Advances a credit
facility to
Intermediary
Delivers required
vanadium units to
the Intermediary

Miner/Producer
Vametco

Intermediary
Special Purpose
Lease Co.

• Converts vanadium into electrolyte
• Supplies vanadium under rental
contract
• Recovers vanadium at contract
expiration

VRFB customer
(Off-Taker)

• Pays nominal upfront deposit for
electrolyte
• Pays annual rental fee for the
electrolyte (covering interest
payments and a price risk premium)
• Pays cash for the supplied vanadium units at market rates

Benefits of vanadium rental to VRFB include

● First rental deployed with Avalon Battery in the US

● Significantly lower and predictable CAPEX for the
electrolyte
● Manageable annual fee that is added to the battery’s
maintenance costs
● Overall lower total cost of ownership / levelized cost

● Negotiating larger rental agreements in Africa, Asia, Europe and North America

Source: Bushveld Minerals

Bushveld Energy
Achievements

● Negotiation in process with external commercial debt providers to support the
structure
● Early stage design and development

Reusability
of
vanadium
within
VRFBs
enables
a
circular
economy
Participating in the circular economy
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● The VRFB is designed to last for 20 years or more, meaning that fewer
batteries need to be deployed than other BESS technologies
● The unique technical design of this flow battery allows for full reusability
of the chemical electrolyte in the battery once the electrical and
mechanical components wear out. That means that even after the 20year lifetime of the battery is reached, the electrolyte can be redeployed
into another battery

5. Redeployment
of electrolyte
into other VRFBs
6. Removal of
electrolyte for
recycling after
VRFB end of life

● The electrolyte can be easily reprocessed by existing vanadium processing
facilities at minimal cost into products such as ferrovanadium and
vanadium-pentoxide for use in high-strength steels and specialty alloys &
chemicals

4. Deployment into
energy storage
VRFBs (through a
rental model)

3a. Production into
Vanadium
electrolyte

● Vanadium electrolyte is primarily made of water, allowing for easier
processing than from other compound states
● Only one mineral is extracted from vanadium electrolyte, whereas
lithium, nickel, manganate, cobalt, etc. need to be separated out in a
lithium battery
● These opportunities may make vanadium the most circular economyfriendly mineral

Source: Bushveld Energy

1. Exploration
and Mining

2. Processing into value-added
Vanadium products (Oxide, FeV)

3b. Production into
high strength steels,
specialtyalloys and
specialty chemicals
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Deployment - Africa offers excellent VRFB deployment opportunities for Bushveld
Energy
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The World Bank Group (WBG) has committed US$1 billion to accelerate investments in battery storage for low and middleincome countries
• Expected to mobilise another US$4 billion in concessional climate financing and public and private investments
• The programme is expected to help these countries grow use of renewables, particularly wind and solar power, to improve energy
security, increase grid stability and expand access to electricity
• The program aims to finance 17.5GWh of battery storage by 2025
South Africa’s draft integrated resource plan (the country’s electricity plan) has massive opportunities for battery energy storage
• 15,000MW of new renewable electricity generation by 2040
• 9,000 MW in peaking generation capacity with provision for alternative technologies (such as battery energy storage)
• New allocation of an additional 200MW per annum for small-scale embedded generation that can include storage.
• South African Renewable Energy Independent Power Producer (REIPP) Procurement Programme restarted to add more
renewable energy to the grid, creating opportunities for battery storage

Bushveld Energy is well positioned in geography and capabilities to take advantage of the massive opportunities in the region
• Nearly 40% of WBG funding historically has gone to sub-Saharan Africa, suggesting that a similar amount of the battery energy
storage programme will be deployed there
• State-owned electricity utility, Eskom is preparing to roll-out 1400MWh of battery energy by 2022
• Deteriorating performance of the South African power system and recent return of “load shedding” creates significant demand
from electricity consumers for self supply of electricity, including large amounts of storage
Source: Bushveld Minerals analysis, Joint Center for Energy Storage Research (JCESR), Roskill

Bushveld Minerals growth plans and upcoming catalysts

• Execution of the transformation programme at Vametco to increase
production to 3,400 mtVp.a. and then to 4,200 mtVp.a.
• Mokopane secure Mining Right
• Complete the announced Vanchem acquisition on 31 October 2019
• Achieve a production platform > 8,400 mtVp.a. with a name plate capacity
of 10,000 mtVp.a. within the next 5 years

• Grow the VRFB project pipeline across Africa
• Working with the IDC to advance development of an

• Electrolyte manufacturing plant
• Expand deployment of vanadium electrolyte rental products

• Design and implement a vanadium electrolyte rental product
• Design and construction of a solar/VRFB mini-grid at Vametco
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Bushveld Minerals compelling investment case
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1

Compelling commodity market anchored to steel with burgeoning demand from energy storage
market

2

Large, high-grade, low cost primary vanadium assets

3

Largest primary vanadium resource base of ~550Mt with a grade 1.6-2.0% V205 in magnetite

4

Post the completion of the Vanchem acquisition Bushveld Minerals will own 2 of the 4 existing
primary vanadium production processing facilities

5

Within the next 5 years Bushveld Minerals aims to be one of the leading primary vanadium
producers

6

Productivity initiatives designed to make Bushveld Minerals one of the lowest cost producers of
vanadium

7

Bushveld Energy is one of the leading players in the energy storage market

8

Bushveld Minerals will offer a diversified product offering for the steel, chemical industry and
energy storage market

9

Bushveld Minerals vertical integration strategy provides a natural hedge to vanadium price
volatility as well as a diversified revenue stream

10

Driving innovation across the vanadium value chain
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Bushveld Minerals Corporate Video: https://www.brrmedia.co.uk/broadcasts/5a5626af9ed50c2f9b04679c/bushveld-minerals-anemerging-integrated-vanadium-producer
Vanadium 101 Webinar:
https://edge.media-server.com/m6/p/i2wo6bk9
Vanadium 101 Slides:
http://www.bushveldminerals.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Bushveld-Minerals-Vanadium-101_Final.pdf
Energy Storage 101 Webinar:
http://webcasting.brrmedia.co.uk/broadcast/5bd2eae5b01efb6b20c2f9eb/5bd348eba21632633b00003d
Energy Storage 101 Slides: http://www.bushveldminerals.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/Energy-Storage-Vanadium-Redox-FlowBatteries-101.pdf
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